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            Abstract
Direct lineage reprogramming represents a remarkable conversion of cellular and transcriptome states1,2,3. However, the intermediate stages through which individual cells progress during reprogramming are largely undefined. Here we use single-cell RNA sequencing4,5,6,7 at multiple time points to dissect direct reprogramming from mouse embryonic fibroblasts to induced neuronal cells. By deconstructing heterogeneity at each time point and ordering cells by transcriptome similarity, we find that the molecular reprogramming path is remarkably continuous. Overexpression of the proneural pioneer factor Ascl1 results in a well-defined initialization, causing cells to exit the cell cycle and re-focus gene expression through distinct neural transcription factors. The initial transcriptional response is relatively homogeneous among fibroblasts, suggesting that the early steps are not limiting for productive reprogramming. Instead, the later emergence of a competing myogenic program and variable transgene dynamics over time appear to be the major efficiency limits of direct reprogramming. Moreover, a transcriptional state, distinct from donor and target cell programs, is transiently induced in cells undergoing productive reprogramming. Our data provide a high-resolution approach for understanding transcriptome states during lineage differentiation.
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                    Figure 1: Ascl1 overexpression elicits a homogeneous early response and initiates expression of neuronal genes.[image: ]


Figure 2: Transgenic Ascl1 silencing explains early reprogramming failure.[image: ]


Figure 3: iN cell maturation competes with an alternative myogenic cell fate that is repressed by Brn2 and Myt1l.[image: ]


Figure 4: Reconstructing the direct reprogramming path from MEFs to iN cells.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 The majority of MEFs are actively undergoing cell cycle, but exit cell cycle upon Ascl1 induction.
a, Live cell imaging of Tauâ€“eGFP reporter over the course of BAM-mediated iN cell reprogramming. Tauâ€“eGFP fluorescence normalized to the maximum expression is shown in relation to days post-BAM induction. Tauâ€“eGFP expression began at day 5 and reached a peak at day 8 after induction. Shown are representative images from day 0, day 5 and day 9. b, Box plots of intercellular transcriptome variance showed that MEFs are more heterogeneous than mouse embryonic stem cells under 2iLIF culture conditions44 and less heterogeneous than glioblastoma cells45. c, PCA of genes with most variance in day 0 MEFs revealed MEF heterogeneity (blue, A). Density plot showing the distribution of number of cells along PC1 loading is shown above the PCA plot. d, Heat map and hierarchical clustering of genes used for the PCA in panel c shows to major MEF subpopulations. Each column represents a single cell, and each row a gene. Subpopulation A is highlighted in blue in the dendrogram. e, GO enrichment for genes in c shows that MEF subpopulation A is distinguished by the low or lack of expression of genes enriched for cell cycle terms. f, g, PCA and heat map of the same genes used in panels câ€“e, this time including day 0 MEFs (circles, light green) and day 2 cells (squares, dark green), showed that most of the day 2 cells had the same cell cycle signature as MEF subpopulation A. Cells in columns of both heat maps are ordered based on PC1 loading.


Extended Data Figure 2 Total number of transcripts per cell decreases during MEF-to-iN cell reprogramming.
a, Average detected transcript levels (mean FPKM, log2) for 92 ERCC RNA spike-ins as a function of provided number of molecules per lysis reaction for each of the 8 independent single-cell RNA-seq experiments. Linear regression fits through data points are shown. The length of each ERCC RNA spike-in transcript is encoded in the size of the data points. No particular bias towards the detection of shorter versus longer transcripts is observed. The linear regression fit was used to convert FPKM values to approximate number of transcripts. b, Box plots showing the distribution of the total number of transcripts per single cell for each experiment. Number of transcripts per cell were calculated from the FPKM values of all genes in each cell using the correlation between number of transcripts of exogenous spike-in mRNA sequences and their respective measured mean FPKM values (calibration curves are shown in panel a). The total number of transcripts expressed by a single cell and detected by single-cell RNA-seq is highest in MEFs and is more than twofold decreased upon overexpression of Ascl1 or BAM. c, Box plots showing the distribution of the median transcript number per gene across all cells of one experiment. The distributions are similar over the course of iN cell reprogramming.


Extended Data Figure 3 Clonal MEFs reprogram successfully into iN cells, and Ascl1-only and BAM induce similar responses during early iN cell reprogramming.
a, Immunostaining of heterogenous Ascl1-infected MEFs and clonal MEFs with homogenous Ascl1 transgene insertions, fixed 12 days after Ascl1 induction, using rabbit anti-Tubb3 (red) and mouse anti-Map2 (cyan) antibodies and DAPI (blue) as a nuclear stain. Reprogramming efficiencies are comparable regardless of variation in Ascl1 copy numbers. Images are representative for one reprogramming experiment. b, Bar plots showing expression of Ascl1-target genes (Hes6, Zfp238, Snca, Cox8b, Bex1, Dner) and MEF marker genes averaged across single cells from day 0 MEFs and day 2 Ascl1-only cells, as well as from bulk RNA-seq data from MEFs, day 2 BAM, and day 2 Ascl1-only cells. This data shows that the initiation of reprogramming at day 2 is similar for Ascl1-alone and BAM-mediated reprogramming.


Extended Data Figure 4 Failed reprogramming at day 5 correlates with silencing of Ascl1.
a, Bonferroni-corrected P values for gene ontology enrichments are shown for each group of genes from Fig. 2a, with representative genes listed (Supplementary Data 4). b, Biplot showing Tauâ€“eGFP fluorescence intensity as a function of Ascl1 transcript level in day 5 cells. Point size is proportional to eGFP transcript levels in log2[FPKM]. There is a positive correlation (R2â€‰=â€‰0.49) indicating that cells with higher Ascl1 expression are more likely to reprogram. c, Heat map of eGFPâ€“Ascl1 expression in 14 individual cells (columns) during live cell imaging. Rows represent time post Ascl1 induction in 45-min intervals.


Extended Data Figure 5 Live cell imaging shows diminishing of eGFPâ€“Ascl1 signal in cells that fail to reprogram.
a, Immunostaining for Tubb3 and Map2 at day 12 post induction of Ascl1, C-terminal tagged Ascl1â€“eGFP and N-terminal tagged eGFPâ€“Ascl1 in CD-1 MEFs. eGFPâ€“Ascl1 has comparable reprogramming efficiency with untagged Ascl1 while Ascl1â€“eGFP has a much reduced reprogramming efficiency, so eGFPâ€“Ascl1 was chosen for live cell imaging. Images are representative for one reprogramming experiment per condition. b, Representative images from live cell imaging showing an example of diminishing of eGFP signal in a cell that failed to reprogram (that is, cell was Tuj1-negative at day 6). c, Live cell imaging of eGFP signal of eGFPâ€“Ascl1 infected MEFs between 3â€“6 days post dox induction. d, eGFP imaging of live cells 6 days post induction of Ascl1 and corresponding immunostaining for Tubb3 after fixation.


Extended Data Figure 6 Brn2 and Myt1l repress alternative fates that compete with the iN cell fate during advanced Ascl1 reprogramming.
a, Scatter plot showing PC1 and PC2 loadings from principal component analysis (PCA) of single cells from all time points with experimental time point and reprogramming condition (Ascl1 versus BAM) encoded in point shape and colour. b, Overview of quadratic programming. Fractional identities are calculated assuming a linear combination of different cell fates. c, Biplots showing the fractional fibroblast identity as a function of fractional neuron (left) and fractional myocyte (right) identity for each cell with points shaped and colour coded based on reprogramming time point and condition. d, Correlation of transcriptomes from days 0, 2, 5, and 20/22 cells (Ascl1-only and BAM-induced) with bulk RNA-seq from MEFs, cortical neurons and myocytes. Bottom bars show Tauâ€“eGFP fluorescence intensity. e, Bar plot quantifying the number of cells with a maximum correlation to bulk RNA-seq data from each of the observed fates (d). f, Immunofluorescent detection of Tauâ€“eGFP (green), DAPI (blue), Myh3 (red) and Tubb3 (cyan) for day 22 cells that were infected with Ascl1 co-infected with Brn2 or Myt1l. See Fig. 3e for respective data for cells infected with Ascl1-only or all three BAM factors. Images are representative for four biological replicates. Right, mean fractions of eGFP+ cells that express either Tubb3 or Myh3. Only Tubb3+ cells with a neuronal morphology were counted. Co-expression of Ascl1 with Brn2 and/or Myt1l increases fraction of Tauâ€“eGFP+ cells that are also Tubb3+, while decreasing the number of cells that are Myh3+. Six or seven images were analysed for each of four biological replicates. Error bars, s.e.m. gâ€“i, qRTâ€“PCR of selected myogenic (g), neuronal (h), and fibroblast (i) markers using day 22 cells that are infected with Ascl1 only or co-infected with Brn2 or Myt1l or both and FAC-sorted by Tauâ€“eGFP (nâ€‰=â€‰3, biological replicates; error bars, s.e.m.). Myogenic genes were significantly downregulated in Tauâ€“eGFP+ cells that were co-infected with Brn2 and/or Myt1l compared to those infected with Ascl1 alone, while some neuronal genes are significantly upregulated (Map2, Gria) (*Pâ€‰<â€‰0.05, **Pâ€‰<â€‰0.01, ***Pâ€‰<â€‰0.001, two-tailed t-test).


Extended Data Figure 7 Comparison of Monocle and quadratic programming with respect to ordering of neuronal cells through the reprogramming path.
a, Biplot showing the total number of transcripts per cell for all cells on the MEF-to-iN cell lineage as a function of the fraction neuron identity of each cell (see Fig. 4). The total number of transcripts decreases during the reprogramming process. b, Cells (depicted as circles) are arranged in the 2D independent component space based on the expression of genes used for quadratic programming in Fig. 4a. Lines connecting cells represent the edges of a minimal spanning tree with the bold black line indicating the longest path. Time points are colour coded. c, Monocle plots with single cells coloured based on gene expression that distinguishes the stages of iN cell reprogramming. d, Biplot shows the correlation between ordering of cells based on pseudo-time (Monocle) and fractional identity (quadratic programming). Time points are colour coded. Pearson correlation coefficientâ€‰=â€‰0.91.


Extended Data Figure 8 Neuronal maturation proceeds through expression of distinct transcriptional regulators.
a, Correlogram showing transcriptional regulators (TRs) highly correlated within MEFs as well as the initiation phase and the maturation phase of reprogramming. b, Heat map shows expression of TRs that control the two stages of MEF to iN cell reprogramming (Fig. 4d) in cells ordered based on fractional neuron identity. Each row represents a single cell, each column a gene. Experimental time point (green/blue sidebar) and fractional neuron identity (yellow/red sidebar) are shown at the top. câ€“e, Pseudo-temporal expression dynamics of exemplary TRs marking the initiation stage (c) and the maturation stage (d) of iN cell reprogramming as well as MEF identity (e). Transcript levels of the TRs are shown across all single cells on the MEF-to-iN cell lineage ordered based on fractional neuron identity. Growth curves based on a model-free spline method were fitted to the data. f, qRTâ€“PCR of selected TRs from initiation and maturation subnetworks from Fig. 4d. Uninfected MEF controls and day 2â€“12 Ascl1-infected cells were assayed for all selected TRs, and day 22 Ascl1-alone and BAM-infected cells were additionally assayed for maturation TRs. Cells for day 5 to day 22 samples were FAC-sorted into Tauâ€“eGFP+ and Tauâ€“eGFPâˆ’ populations (nâ€‰=â€‰4 for all populations, biological replicates; error bars, s.e.m.). g, Western blot for selected TRs from the initiation subnetwork presented in panel b. Î²-Actin was used as a loading control (Supplementary Data 8).
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        Editorial Summary
Fibroblast-to-neuron reprogramming
The paths taken by cells undergoing direct conversion from one lineage to another via the expression of reprogramming factors are still undefined. These authors dissect the transcriptome changes driving the process of direct conversion from fibroblasts to neurons at the single cell level and at multiple time points. They find that surprisingly, the early steps occur in a homogenous fashion, driven by the proneural pioneer factor Ascl1. At later stages of conversion, the emergence of expression of genes characteristic of the myogenic lineage has a dampening effect on efficiency, which needs to be counteracted by the neuronal factors Myt1l and Brn2 for efficient reprogramming.
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